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Private Collection of Mr.Takeuchi, Session 1

1: A CHINESE GRISAILLE-PAINTED GILT-INLAID PORCELAIN

USD 1,200 - 1,600

The washer is of red glaze with grisaille-painted mountains and rivers on the body. Of hexagonal shape, it is with gilt inlaid.
Length:9cm, Width:5.8cm, Height:5cm,

2: A CHINESE BLUE AND WHITE PORCELAIN DRAGON STEM BOWL

USD 1,000 - 1,500

With a flared rim painted with sea water pattern, the bowl is painted with a dragon and the stem foot is painted with banana leaves
pattern.Height:11cm, Diam.11cm,

3: A CHINESE GE-TYPE LOBED WASHER

USD 2,200 - 2,800

The washer is of lobed style and of shallow square form, the washer is covered in a thick greyish-cream glaze suffused with a
network of 'iron' crackle interspersed with light brown crackles. Length:6.7cm, Width:6.7cm, Height:5.4cm,

4: A CHINESE RED-GLAZED GRISAILLE-PAINTED PORCELAIN

USD 2,200 - 2,800

The dish is of red glaze with grisaille-painted mountains and people on the body. Of a shallow form, it is with gilt inlaid. Diam.15.1cm,
Height:2.9cm,

5: A CHINESE DOUCAI POCELAIN FLOWER BOWL MARKED NING JING

USD 1,200 - 1,600

Of rounded conical form,the bowl has deep sides and on the body painted with chrysanthemums in round painted circles.
Diam.8.5cm, Height:4.8cm,

6: A CHINESE GUAN-TYPE LIGHT BLUE-GLAZED PORCELAIN VASE

USD 1,800 - 2,200

The vase is superbly potted with a globular body rising to a cylindrical neck with a flared rim supported on a countersunk base,
delicately painted in cobalt of light blue color. Diam.26.4cm, Height:41.4cm,

7: A CHINESE BLUE AND WHITE PORCELIAN ARIBIAN-INSCRIBED

USD 1,000 - 1,500

The vase is superbly potted with rounded shoulders supporting a waisted neck and tapering down to a broad base, exquisitely
painted in soft inky-blue cobalt with lotus at various stages of bloom,with Aribian iscriptions in the center. Diam.19.8cm, Height:29cm,

8: A CHINESE WUCAI PORCELAIN STORY JAR,GUAN

USD 1,300 - 1,800

The vase is superbly potted with flat shoulders supporting a waisted neck and tapering down to a broad base, painted with an
emperor with his attandents. Diam.26.4cm, Height:31.3cm,
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9: A CHINESE DOUCAI POCELAIN INTERLOCK BRANCH MOONFLASK

USD 2,200 - 2,800

The two sides are decorated with a central stylised flowerhead with radiating stylised branches supporting ruyi heads. The bulbous
metal-mounted neck is decorated with a band of flowersprays. The neck and shoulders are applied with strap handles.
Length:23.8cm, Width:14.7cm, Height:30cm,

10: A CHINESE WUCAI PORCELAIN DRAGON CUP MARKED JIA JING

USD 2,200 - 2,800

The cup has deep upright sides flaring slightly at the rim, and is raised on a tall foot. The exterior is painted in rich shades of
underglaze blue with two five-clawed dragons striding amidst clouds. Height:12.2cm, Diam.11.4cm,

11: A CHINESE BLUE AND WHITE PORCELAIN HORSE BOWL

USD 2,200 - 2,800

Of rounded conical form,the bowl has deep sides and on the body painted in the center with a horse and sea waves. Diam.12.1cm,
Height:4.2cm,

12: A CHINESE DOUCAI PORCELIAN FU AND SHOU BOWL MARKED YONG

USD 2,200 - 2,800

Of rounded conical form,the bowl has deep sides and on the body painted with motifs of food fortune and longevity. Diam.15cm,
Height:14.9cm,

13: A CHINESE JUN-TYPE PORCELIAN BOWL WITH BOX

USD 800 - 1,100

Of rounded conical form,the bowl has deep sides and on the body in blue glaze and red dots. Comes with a wooden box.
Diam.8.8cm, Height:4.6cm,

14: A PAIR OF CHINESE GREEN-GLAZED PORCELIAN DISHES MARKED

USD 2,200 - 2,800

The dish is of green glaze and of a shallow form, it is in the shape of a chrysanthemum. Diam.20.5cm, Height:4.8cm,

15: A CHINESE FAMILLE ROSE PORCELIAN POENY DISH MARKED YONG

USD 1,000 - 1,500

The dish is of a shallow form, it is painted with poenies on the right, a butterfly and a magpie around the poenies. Diam.18.8cm,
Height:4.5cm,

16: A CHINESE IRON-RED PORCELAIN DRAGON DISH MARKED KANG XI

USD 2,200 - 2,800

The dish is of a shallow form, it is painted in iron-red with a dragon in the center chasing fireballs amidst auspicious clouds.
Diam.41.2cm, Height:7cm,
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17: A CHINESE BLUE AND WHITE INTERLOCK BRANCHES JAR MARKED

USD 2,000 - 2,500

The jar is densely decorated with interlock branches. The vase is superbly potted with rounded shoulders supporting a waisted neck
and tapering down to a broad base. Diam.34cm, Height:27.6cm,

18: A CHINESE BLUE AND WHITE PORCELAIN PLUM BLOSSOM

USD 1,500 - 2,000

The two sides are decorated with a central stylised flowerhead with radiating stylised branches supporting ruyi heads. The bulbous
metal-mounted neck is decorated with a band of flowersprays. Length:15.2cm, Width:22cm, Height:26.5cm,

19: A CHINESE CI-TYPE PORCELAIN VASE, MEI PING

USD 1,000 - 1,500

The vase is superbly potted with rounded shoulders supporting a waisted neck and tapering down to a broad base, exquisitely
painted with a dragon. Diam.16.5cm, Height:40.9cm,

20: A CHINESE FAMILLE ROSE PORCELIAN FLOWER VASE MARKED

USD 1,500 - 2,000

The vase is superbly potted with a globular body rising to a cylindrical neck supported on a countersunk base, delicately painted with
flowers. Diam.23.2cm, Height:36.2cm,

21: A CHINESE WHITE JADE LOTUS VASE AND COVER

USD 2,200 - 2,800

The vase is made out of white jade with a flared foot and a cover with a flower-shaped knob on. The vase has two handles on either
side and carved with lotus on the body. Width:9cm, Height:15.8cm,

22: A CHINESE WHITE JADE CABBAGE

USD 2,200 - 2,800

The jade is carved in the shape of a cabbage, with lowers leaves rolling to the floor. Cabbage in Chinese means wealth.
Length:6.9cm, Height:13.4cm,

23: AN ARCHIASTIC CHINESE JADE CUP

USD 4,000 - 5,000

The cup has deep upright sides flaring slightly at the rim, and is raised on a tall foot. The body carved with archiastic patterns all over
and a chi dragon. Height:11.9cm, Diam.6.6cm,

24: A CHINESE YELLOW JADE PAVILLION PENDANT

USD 4,000 - 5,000

The pendant is carved in the shape of a double-gourd with auspicious motifs on the top and two sides. The body is carved with a
pavillion and trees. Length:8.4cm, Width:5cm, Height:0.8cm,
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25: AN ARCHIASTIC CHINESE WHITE JADE SERVANT ORNAMENT

USD 500 - 800

The ornament is carved in the shape of a servant with high hair decoration and long robe. Length:1.2cm, Width:0.8cm, Height:3.6cm,

26: AN ARCHIASTIC CHINESE YELLOW JADE BEAR

USD 500 - 800

The standing jade bear with its arms and legs outstretched. The stone is of a yellow tone. Length:1.5cm, Width:1.4cm, Height:2.2cm,

27: A CHINESE WHITE JADE RAT

USD 4,000 - 5,000

The rat is of recumbent form with four legs under the round carved body. The tail to one side and with some russet on the back.
Length:4cm, Width:1.9cm, Height:1.9cm,

28: A CHINESE WHITE JADE RAM

USD 6,000 - 7,000

The ram is of recumbent form with four legs under the round carved body. The horms curved to the ground and the beared is vividly
shown. Length:5.2cm, Width:2cm, Height:3.5cm,

29: A CHINESE WHITE JADE TOAD

USD 1,000 - 1,500

The toad is of recumbent form with four legs under the round carved body. The bulges on the body are vividly shown. Length:5.8cm,
Width:4cm, Height:2.3cm,

30: AN ARCHIASTIC CHINESE JADE BEAST

USD 4,000 - 5,000

The toad is of recumbent form with four legs under the round carved body. The round eyes and the horns are vividly shown.
Length:8cm, Width:3.2cm, Height:4.1cm,

31: AN CHINESE WHITE JADE WASHER

USD 2,200 - 2,800

With four feet supporting the fan-shaped body. The body is carved with auspicious motifs. One corner has some russet on.
Length:7.6cm, Height:3.2cm,

32: AN CHINESE SILVER INGOT

USD 4,500 - 5,500

Of 'boat' shape, the sides waisted in the center and flaring upwards to a high arch at the ends. Weight:1840.8g Length:8.9cm,
Width:9.3cm, Height:5cm,
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33: AN CHINESE SANDSTONE ELEPHANT AND TWO CHILDREN

USD 2,000 - 2,500

The sandstone is carved in the shape of and elepant, with four strong feet and a trunk down. Two children are on its back.
Length:21.8cm, Width:11.2cm, Height:18.9cm

34: A CHINESE CINNABAR RUYI BOX AND COVER

USD 800 - 1,000

The box is carved in a rectangle shape with carved ruyi motifs on. The cover has a circular top carved with more similar motifs.
Length:16.1cm, Width:16.1cm, Height:10.7cm

35: A CHINESE ZITAN BAMBOO-SHAPED PAPER WEIGHT

USD 3,500 - 4,500

Paper weights are used to place on the papers while writing or painting. The paper weight is in a bamboo shape with a carved bug
on one end. Length:27.1cm, Width:5.7cm, Height:2.2cm

36: A CHINESE REDWOOD FIGURE CARVING

USD 10,000 - 15,000

The redwood is skillfully carved in the shape of a man, he is in a long robe with rounded eyes. Height:39.7cm, Width:14.2cm,
Length:13.6cm

37: A CHINESE BAMBOO CARVING HUNTING SCENE BRUSHPOT

USD 4,500 - 5,500

The brushpot finely carved in high relief and openwork to depict a mountainous landscape scene depicting a group of men variously
at leisure and in discussion, under a large aged pine tree. Diam.14.5cm, Height:15.9cm

37A: A CARVED BAMBOO CUP

USD 400 - 600

A carved bamboo cup, the large section of bamboo is well carved in high relief fruits, leafs and branches. H12 x 13 cm

37B: A CARVED BAMBOO BRUSH POT

USD 600 - 800

A carved bamboo brush pot, the large section of bamboo is well carved in relief of bamboo, figure and Chinese poem. H10 x 11.2 cm

38: A CHINESE SANDLEWOOD BEADS BRACELET

USD 2,000 - 2,500

The bracelet has nineteen sandlewood beads,carved with shou character on each one, meaning longevity. 1.Diam.2.0cm,
2.Diam.7cm, 3.Length:3.8cm
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39: A CHINESE SILVER GILDING DRAGON AND RUYI CENSER

USD 7,000 - 7,500

The censer of square shape with ruyi shaped hollow holes around the rim. The center of the cover decorated with a dragon on a
circular dome. On each corner of the cover is a phoenix. Weight:1322.3g Length:17.2cm, Width:17.2cm, Height:11.9cm

40: A CHINESE SILVER GILDING PHOENIX POWDER COVER AND BOX

USD 5,000 - 6,000

The box is of circular shape with gilding phoenix and poenies on the top and the body. The foot is slightly flared. Weight:889.2g
Diam.13.2cm, Height:6.5cm

41: A CHINESE STONE PIG

USD 1,300 - 1,800

The recumbent pig is well carved with a full rounded body and a long snout, with its tail flicked to one side. Length:8.9cm,
Width:7.9cm

42: A CHINESE STONE CARVING OF GANDHARA STAUTE

USD 7,000 - 7,500

Seated in vajrasana, both hands in dhyanamudra, wearing pleated and folded garment covering both shoulders, his face with smiling
expression, arched eyebrows above half-closed eyes, aquiline nose, smiling lips, elongated earlobes, wavy hairdress and usnisha.
1.Length:13.3cm, Width:4.2cm, Height:25.6cm, 2.Length:21.7cm, Width:7.2cm, Height:38.6cm,

43: A CHINESE TANG GILT-BRONZE AVALOKITESHVARA STATUE

USD 3,000 - 4,000

Very finely cast standing in tribhanga holding a lotus stalk and with the right hand lowered in the gesture of compassion, wearing a
long flowing dhoti secured with a billowing sash, a beaded 'magic thread' and foliate tiara, the face slightly tilted in a benign
expression, with a smooth deep brown patina overall and traces of gilding on the reverse. Weight:91.2g Width:3.3cm, Height:10cm,

44: A CHINESE GILT-BRONZE SARASVATI STATUE MARKED QIAN LONG

USD 3,000 - 4,000

Seated with crossed legs on a double-lotus base with hands raised to the chest, wearing beaded necklaces and a billowing shawl
draped across her shoulders, her head slightly angled in a benign expression, with foliate tiara and elaborate conical headdress, with
tresses of curls falling down onto her shoulders. Length:11.9cm, Width:8.8cm, Height:16cm, Weight:1795.6g

44A: A GILT-BRONZE FIGURE OF MONK

USD 1,800 - 2,200

A gilt-bronze figure of monk, is shown seated, wearing loose robes gilt and carved with floral scrolls, revealing his chest. H15 x 12.5
cm
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45: A CHINESE SILVER GILDING CUP AND HOLDER

USD 3,000 - 4,000

The cup is made of silver and raised by three cranes from the circular holder. Two handles with loose rings are on either side of the
cup. 1.Diam.6.1cm, Height:5cm, Weight:185g 2.Diam.7.9cm, Height:6.8cm, Weight:222.6g

46: A CHINESE BRONZE HEXAGONAL BRUSHPOT MARKED QIAN LONG

USD 10,000 - 15,000

The brush pot is of hexagonal style and carved with magpies and plum blosooms and other scense on each side. Marked with da
qing qian long nian zhi. Weight:4350g Length:18cm, Width:16cm, Height:15.6cm,

47: A CHINESE GOLD AND SILVER INLAID BRONZE CUP

USD 2,500 - 3,500

The cup has a sloping body with a flared foot. The body is decorated with turquoise bulges. Weight:343.2g Height:13cm,
Diam.5.6cm,

48: A CHINESE GOLD AND SILVER INLAID BRONZE PHOENIX

USD 6,000 - 7,000

The phoenix is inlaid with silver and gold on the feather of its tail and its leg. The chest decorated with turquoise. 1.Weight:803.1g
Length:16.1cm, Width:10cm, Height:8.9cm, 2.Weight:646.3g Length:7.9cm, Width:11.6cm,

49: A CHINESE SILVER INLAID BRONZE CRANE CANE

USD 1,800 - 2,200

The cane is made in the shape of a crane, standing for longevity. Weight:214.1g Length:10.7cm, Width:3.1cm, Height:13.9cm

50: A CHINESE CLOISONNE ENAMEL CHRYSANTHEMUM VASE, ZUN

USD 4,000 - 5,000

The vase is well potted with a high-shouldered body rising to a neck flaring at the mouth rim. Its border decorated with
chrysanthemums all over with pedal lappets. Diam.10.7cm, Height:25.6cm, Weight:1767g

51: A SET OF CHINESE GOLD INLAID BRONZE MAT WEIGHTS

USD 8,500 - 9,500

The weights are made of bronze with gold inlaid as the shape of auspicious beasts. Decorated with agate and turquoise.
1.Weight:615.4g 2.Weight:626.8g 3.Weight:606.3g 4.Weight:626.7g Length:7.8cm, Width:7.7cm, Height:5.4cm,

52: A CHINESE BRONZE TRIPOT FIRE BASIN

USD 1,300 - 1,800

Of a circular shape, the basin is used to burn carbon as to make the room warmer in winter. The basin has three animal head legs
and two handles on either side. Weight:3250g Diam.33.5cm, Height:10.3cm
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53: A CHINESE BRONZE TRIPOT STEAMING VESSEL DING

USD 7,500 - 8,500

The vessel is cast standing on three slightly tapering legsï¼Œeverted rim and two upright lug handles. The body is decorated
against a leiwen ground, their circular eyes in high relief. The metal has a deep green patina with malachite and azurite
encrustations. Weight:3300g Height:24cm, Diam.19.3cm,

54: A CHINESE GILT-BRONZE TRIPOT CENSER MARKED XUAN DE

USD 3,000 - 4,000

The censer is heavily cast with a compressed globular body inscribed to one side, flanked by twin handles and supported on three
short feet. Weight:2060.1g Diam.15.4cm, Height:8.5cm

55: A CHINESE ARCHIASTIC TAOTIE MASK BRONZE STEAMING

USD 1,300 - 1,800

The deep, slightly compressed rounded sides with an everted rim and supported on a slightly flared foot, cast with taotie mask
between narrow bands of small circles, and borders of stylised dragons at the neck and around the foot, the handles with tiger head
terminals issuing rings, the grey patina with green encrustationã€‚ Weight:5000g Diam.33.4cm, Height:17cm

56: A CHINESE ARCHIASTIC BRONZE DRAGON-SHAPED WINE VESSEL,

USD 7,000 - 7,500

The vessel is raised on an oval pedestal foot and has a C-form handle issuing from a bovine mask at one end. The cover is cast on
top with the body of carved archiastic motis that terminates in the large head of a bottle-horn dragon at one end. Weight:1419g
Length:18.6cm, Width:10.6cm, Height:16.2cm

56A: A BRONZE RITUAL TRIPOD FOOD VESSEL AND COVER, DING

USD 2,500 - 3,500

The vessel has a deep, rounded body raised on three tall legs that splay at the bottom, and is flat cast around the sides with two
registers of abstract interlaced dragons, all above a frieze of pendent lappets each containing a taotie mask set amidst hooked
scrolls and curls. The center of the cover is cast with a medallion enclosing a feline with granulated body set within a narrow band of
dragons. H23.5 x 20.5 cm

56B: A BRONZE HILL CENSER, BOSHANLU

USD 2,500 - 3,500

A bronze hill censer, boshanlu. The censer is raised on a tall splayed foot which is decorated with a band of stylised scrolls. The
cover is cast in openwork as overlapping peaks. The surface has a pale greyish-green patina with russet, blue and green
encrustation. H22 x 13 cm

57: A CHINESE BLLUE-GLAZED PORCELAIN VASE CONG MARKED XUAN

USD 1,800 - 2,200

The sturdily potted vase is of square section with four rectangular facets, each moulded with alternating long and short horizontal ribs
along the outer edges, leaving the central vertical panel undecorated. Length:13.9cm, Width:13.7cm, Height:28.5cm
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58: A CHINESE DUST-TEA-GLAZED GILT-INLAID PORCELAIN WALL

USD 1,200 - 1,600

The body of the vase is decorated with gilt-inlaid of Chinese characters, the rim and the bottom of pedal lappets. Height:18.2cm,
Length:9.5cm, Width:4.1cm

59: A CHINESE FAMILLE ROSE POCELAIN PLUM BLOSSOM VASE

USD 1,300 - 1,800

The vase is superbly potted with a globular body rising to a flared neck supported on a countersunk base, painted with plum
blossoms. Height:16.1cm, Diam.10.5cm

60: A CHINESE RED-GLAZED PORCELAIN POENIES AND BIRDS VASE

USD 1,200 - 1,600

The faceted vase is stoutly potted with tall tapering sides, and is decorated on two sides with poenies and magpies. Length:4.9cm,
Width:4.3cm, Height:14.5cm

61: A CHINESE RU-TYPE PORCELAIN DISH

USD 1,200 - 1,600

The dish is of grey blue glaze and of a shallow form. Diam.5.6cm, Height:3.7cm

62: A CHINESE LIGHT BLUE-GLAZED LOBED DISH MARKED YONG

USD 1,000 - 1,500

The dish finely potted of shallow rounded form, rising gently from the short neatly cut footring to the lobed rim. Diam.17.8cm,
Height:3.4cm

63: A CHINESE BLUE AND WHITE POCELAIN DRAGON DISH MARKED

USD 1,200 - 1,600

The dish finely potted of shallow rounded form, rising gently from the short neatly cut footring to the rim. Exterior painted with
draogns.

64: A CHINESE TURQUOISE-GROUND PORCELIAN BIRDS AND FLOWERS

USD 800 - 1,100

Of rounded conical form,the bowl has deep sides and on the body painted with birds and flowers. Diam.14.2cm, Height:6.6cm

65: A PAIR OF CHINESE LIME YELLOW-GLAZED PORCELIAN CUPS

USD 1,300 - 1,800

The cup has deep upright sides flaring slightly at the rim, and is raised on a ring foot. The exterior is painted in rich lime yellow.
Height:8.2cm, Diam.6.3cm
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66: A PAIR OF CHINESE DOUCAI PORCELAIN INTERLOCK BRANCHES

USD 1,000 - 1,500

The cup has deep upright sides flaring slightly at the rim, and is raised on a ring foot. The exterior is painted with interlock branches.
Diam.6.3cm, Height:3.3cm

67: A PAIR OF CHINESE CI-TYPE BLACK-GLAZED DISHES

USD 800 - 1,100

The dish finely potted of shallow rounded form, rising gently from the short neatly cut footring to the rim. Diam.13.1cm, Height:4cm

68: A CHINESE TURQUOISE-GROUND PORCELIAN BIRDS AND FLOWERS

USD 1,000 - 1,500

The two sides are decorated with four knobs. The bulbous metal-mounted neck is decorated with a band of flowersprays and
magpies. Length:21.5cm, Width:8.5cm, Height:23.5cm,

69: A CHINESE DOUCAI PORCELAIN INTERLOCK BRANCHES VASE

USD 1,300 - 1,800

The vase is superbly potted with flatshoulders supporting a waisted neck and tapering down to a broad base, exquisitely painted with
eight treasures and interlock branches. Diam.18.2cm, Height:32.8cm

70: A CHINESE DOUCAI PORCELIAN TREES JAR MARKED YONG ZHENG

USD 1,300 - 1,800

The jar is densely decorated with pines, bamboos and plum blossoms. The vase is superbly potted with rounded shoulders
supporting a waisted neck and tapering down to a broad base. Diam.9cm, Height:9.5cm

71: A CHINESE IRON-RED-GLAZED PORCELAIN VASE

USD 800 - 1,100

The elegantly potted vase of high-shouldered form with a single raised rib at the base of the slender, slightly waisted neck.
Height:27.3cm, Diam.13.7cm

72: A CHINESE CELADON-GLAZED DRAGON VASE MARKED QIAN LONG

USD 2,200 - 2,800

The elegantly potted vase of high-shouldered form with a single raised rib at the base of the slender, slightly waisted neck, carved
with dragons. Diam.19.1cm, Height:25cm

73: A CHINESE BLUE AND WHITE PEOPLE AND TOAD VASE

USD 1,000 - 1,500

The vase is of elongated, tapering cylindrical form with a waisted neck and is painted with two men playing with a toad.
Diam.10.4cm, Height:25.2cm
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74: A CHINESE LIGHT BLUE-GLAZED PORCELIAN VASE MARKED QIAN

USD 800 - 1,100

The body of the vase is decorated with hui motifs ground, all below a trumpet shaped neck. Diam.8cm, Height:14.8cm

75: A CHINESE BLUE AND WHITE PORCELIAN FLOWER VASE MARKED

USD 2,500 - 3,000

The vase is sturdily potted and decorated in cobalt blue of brilliant sapphire tones with two broad lotus scrolls on the neck and body.
Diam.32.3cm, Height:68.5cm,

76: A CHINESE WHITE MARBLE HARE

USD 2,500 - 3,500

The hare is of recumbent form with four legs under the round carved body. It is on a double-lotus stand. Diam.10.9cm,
Height:12.7cm

77: A CHINESE JADE ELEPHANT

USD 2,200 - 2,800

The elephant is of recumbent shape, with one nose to one side and the tail down to the floor. Length:9.7cm, Width:4cm

78: A CHINESE WHITE JADE CHI DRAGON PENDANT

USD 3,000 - 4,000

The pendant is carved in a square shape with rounded corners. A chi dragon is resting on top of the pendant. Length:7.4cm,
Width:4.8cm

79: A CHINESE YELLOW JADE TAOTIE MASK WINE VESSEL JUE

USD 10,000 - 15,000

The vessel is cast standing on two tapering legs. Its body is divided into three deep lobes , everted rim and one handle. The body is
flat-cast decorated with three large round-horned taotie masks against a leiwen ground, their circular eyes in high relief.
Height:18.2cm, Length:13.1cm

80: A CHINESE WHITE JADE CHI DRAGON WASHER

USD 4,000 - 5,000

The washer is made out of white jade with a square body and a flared rim. The bottom is carved with chi dragons. Height:8cm,
Width:7.4cm

81: A CHINESE YELLOW JADE CHI DRAGON TABLE SCREEN

USD 2,200 - 2,800

The table screen is carved with identical chi dragons in high reliefs and is situated on a wooden stand carved in same motifs.
Length:12.3cm, Height:13.4cm
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82: AN ARCHIASTIC CHINESE WHITE JADE DRAGON PENDANT

USD 2,500 - 3,000

The pendant is of ling zhi shape with a dragon head shaped carving on one side and bulges all over. Length:9.5cm, Width:3.7cm,
Height:0.6cm

83: A PAIR OF CHINESE ARCHIASTIC INK JADE DRAGON PENDANTS.

USD 4,000 - 5,000

The pendantes are carved in low relief with motifs all over in the shape pf an archiastic dragon. Length:6.9cm, Width:4.7cm,
Height:0.3cm

84: A CHINESE WHITE JADE TAOTIE MASK WHITE JADE CENSER AND

USD 10,000 - 15,000

The globular censer is supported on a short pedestal foot, with a pair of dragon handles to the sides. The cover is surmounted by a
finial carved as a floral bud.The stone is of a white tone with some paler flecks. It is carved with taotie mask. Length:8cm,
Width:9.7cm, Height:16cm

84A: A FINELY CARVED JADE LANDSCAPE BOULDER

USD 9,000 - 12,000

Carved in deep relief with mountain landscape. The stone is of an attractive translucent spinach green tone with some lighter
striations. H72x50cm

84B: A PAIR OF CHINESE JADE CIRCULAR TABLE SCREENS

USD 5,000 - 8,000

Each circular jade panel is applied with various carved hardstones and coloured inlays, including jade, soapstone, agate, quartz, and
turquoise, depicting blossoms on rockworks and bird in the distance, with openwork carved hardwood fitted stand in support. D 32
cm

85: A CHINESE GILT-BRONZE GURU STATUE

USD 3,000 - 4,000

The lama is cast seated in dhyanasana on a double-lotus base, wearing loose robes, the figure has a serene smiling expression,
with the eyes looking slightly downwards. Height:17cm, Width:14.5cm

86: A CHINESE GILT-BRONZE VAJRAVARAHI STATUE

USD 2,500 - 3,000

The powerful deityâ€™s sharp teeth and sowâ€™s head are clearly articulated, as are the features of her skull crown, beaded
festoons, severed heads, petite fingers and toes. Height:11cm, Width:6cm
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87: A TIBETAN GILT-BRONZE GURU FIGURE STATUE OF PHAGMO

USD 12,000 - 15,000

The lama is cast seated in dhyanasana on a double-lotus base, wearing loose robes, the figure has a serene smiling expression,
with the eyes looking slightly downwards two hands near the chest. Height:37cm, Width:40cm

88: A CHINESE GILT-BRONZE MAHASIDDHAS

USD 8,000 - 9,000

Cast and seated in dhyanasana, the figure has a serene smiling expression, with the eyes looking slightly downwards.
Weight:16.05kg , Length:33.9cm, Width:23.4cm, Height:39.8cm

89: A CHINESE GILT-BRONZE YELLOW JAMBHALA STATUE

USD 30,000 - 35,000

Seated on an ornately incised cushion, his right hand held in vitarkamudra and his left holding a mongoose, dressed in a billowing
dhoti and adorned with beaded jewelry, the bearded face with wide eyes and bushy brows surmounted with a foliate tiara and
backed by a streaming ribbon. Length:52.5cm, Width:38.5cm, Height:70cm

90: A SET OF CHINESE GILT-BRONZE GUANYU AND HIS ATTENDANTS

USD 15,000 - 18,000

Guan yu is standing on the stand with his hands up as if holding a bif blade, his serene eyes open and the head turns to one side.
Two of his attendants are on either side. 1.Weight:1610g Length:10.4cm, Width:6.9cm, Height:25.5cm, 2. Weight:3700g
Length:14.5cm, Width:9.4cm, Height:33.3cm, 3.Weight:1744g Length:10.4cm, Width:7.3cm, Height:24.6cm,

91: A CHINESE BRONZE CENSER

USD 1,200 - 1,600

The censer is heavily cast with a compressed globular body inscribed to one side, flanked by twin handles and supported on a ring
foot. Diam.10.7cm, Height:6.5cm

92: A CHINESE GILT-BRONZE PHOENIX BOX AND COVER

USD 6,000 - 7,000

The box is of circular shape with carved phoenix and poenies on the top and the body. The top has a flower bud shaped knob.
Height:11cm, Diam.17cm

93: A CHINESE GLOD FPLASHED TRIPOT BRONZE CENSER

USD 1,800 - 2,200

The censer is heavily cast with a compressed globular body inscribed to one side, flanked by twin handles and supported on three
feet. Diam.13.3cm, Height:8.5cm
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94: A CHINESE BRONZE ARIBIAN INSCRIBED TRIPOT CENSER

USD 800 - 1,100

With a cylindrical body with three ruyi shaped feet. The body with Aribian inscriptions. Diam.12cm, Height:11.2cm

94A: A TRIPOD BRONZE CENSER

USD 800 - 1,000

The compressed body supported on three short waisted feet, the rim surmounted by two tall bail handles, body carved with Arabic
characters on each side. H8x12.5cm

95: A CHINESE GOLD AND SILVER INLAID BRONZE QILIN CENSER

USD 30,000 - 35,000

The beast raises its head to the sky with his mouth open as the hole to vent out smoke of the incense. Three feet touching the
ground and one raises up. The scales are vividly carved and its tail shaped as flame down to the ground. Weight:26.1kg
Length:35.3cm, Width:29.3cm, Height:46cm

96: A CHINESE CLOISONNE ENAMEL TABLE SCREEN

USD 8,000 - 9,000

The rectangular plaque enamelled on either side with a scene of three rams, mounted on a stand decorated with a stylized scroll
motif, with a pierced gilt-bronze central panel decorated with floral and squared scrolls, the trestle ends of curvilinear scroll design
above stepped squared feet. Weight:4.15kg Length:24.7cm, Width:16.7cm, Height:40.6cm

97: A CHINESE CLOISONNE ENAMEL BELL,ZHONG MARKED QIAN LONG

USD 7,000 - 7,500

Of lenticular form, decorated with archaistic motifs including large taotie masks at the bottom above the arched rim, the trapezoidal
panel with eighteen bosses arranged in rows of three alternating with bands of angular scroll, the flat top with further taotie masks
repeated at the central bulb of the columner shank and flanked by a pair of gilt-bronze phoenix-form flanges,Marked qian long jiu
nian zhi. Weight:2140g Length:15.3cm, Width:14.1cm, Height:34.6cm

97A: A CHINESE FIVE-PIECE CLOISONNÃ‰ GARNITURE, 19TH-20TH

USD 10,000 - 15,000

Comprising one tripod censer and cover, two elephant-shaped candle stick holders, and two gu vases on elephant-shaped base, all
decorated with typical stylised design on a blue ground. PROVENANCE: A private collection from Sotheby's. H 50 x W 32 cm (2); H
48 x W 32 cm (2); H 59 x W 38 cm

98: A CHINESE BRONZE TAOTIE MASK STEAMING VESSEL, DING

USD 2,500 - 3,500

The censer is of rectangular section with two upright strap handles standing on four cylindrical feet, each face is decorated with
taotie masks, all divided by vertical flanges. Weight:3385g Length:19.4cm, Width:17cm, Height:23.5cm
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99: A CHINESE ARCHIASTIC BRONZE TRIPOT VESSEL, DING

USD 3,000 - 4,000

The vessel is cast standing on three cylindrical, slightly tapering legsï¼Œeverted rim and two upright lug handles. The body is
flat-cast decorated with taotie masks against a leiwen ground, their circular eyes in high relief. The metal has a deep green patina
with malachite and azurite encrustations. Weight:1877g Length:18cm, Width:17.7cm, Height:22.8cm

100: A CHINESE ARCHIASTIC BRONZE STEAMING VESSEL, GUI

USD 2,500 - 3,500

The deep, slightly compressed rounded sides with an everted rim and supported on a slightly flared foot, the handles with tiger head
terminals issuing rings, the grey patina with green encrustation. Weight:799g Length:19.6cm, Width:12.7cm, Height:12cm

101: A CHINESE ARCHIASTIC BRONZE TAOTIE MASK WINE VESSEL,

USD 7,000 - 7,500

The bulging pear-shaped body cast with a broad band of taotie mask on the spreading foot and shoulder, all reserved on a leiwen
ground and divided by flanges, the cover decorated en suite below a finial, the swing handle cast with diaper pattern terminating at
either end in a horned mask, with olive-brown patina. Weight:5550g Length:27.1cm, Width:18.8cm, Height:35.8cm

102: A CHINESE WHITE JADE TIGER

USD 4,000 - 5,000

The jade is carved as a recumbent tiger with short ears and its tail flicked over its haunches. The stone is of even-white colour with
areas of russet inclusions. Length:6.6cm, Width:4.3cm, Height:6.5cm

103: A CHINESE BLACK AND WHITE BEAST

USD 4,000 - 5,000

The jade is carved as a sitting beast with short ears and its tail flicked over its haunches. Length:5.3cm, Width:4.8cm, Height:6.1cm

104: A CHINESE WHITE JADE CHI DRAGON ORNAMENT

USD 4,000 - 5,000

Of a circular shape, the ornament is carved with chi dragons on. Diam.5.6cm, Height:0.8cm

105: A CHINESE JADE BRUSH REST AND STAND

USD 2,500 - 3,000

The brush rest is carved in the shape of a cloud with a dragon amidst auspicious clouds. Length:13.5cm, Width:4cm
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106: A CHINESE ZITAN AND WHITE JADE RUYI SEPTURE

USD 8,000 - 9,000

It is carved and pierced to its lower section with auspicious motifs. The raised inset panel is with a delicately carved white jade.
Length:43.5cm, Width:12cm

107: A CHINESE JADE ORNAMENT CONG

USD 4,000 - 5,000

Of cylindrical form, moulded with alternating long and short horizontal ribs along the outer edges. Diam.15.1cm, Height:18.8cm

108: A SET OF CHINESE JADE ORNAMENTS

USD 1,300 - 1,800

The first one is an animal, the sencond is a pendant, the third is a decoration, the fourth is a ring pendant, the last is an ornament. (1)
Length:8.1cm, Width:1.8cm, Height:3.9cm, (2)Length:6.3cm, Width:1.7cm, Height:5.3cm, (3)Length:7.5cm, Width:3.8cm,
Height:0.6cm, (4)Length:6.4cm, Width:5.8cm, Height:1.3cm, (5)Length:3.8cm, Width:2.6cm, Height:5.3cm,

109: A CHINESE DOUCAI PORCELAIN STEM BOWL MARKED YONG ZHENG

USD 1,000 - 1,500

With a flared rim painted with a liner, the bowl is painted with eight treasure motifs. Diam.9.2cm, Height:7.9cm

110: A PAIR OF CHINESE WUCAI PORCELAIN BEAST BOWLS MARKED

USD 1,000 - 1,500

Of rounded conical form,the bowl has deep sides and on the body painted with a beast, qi lin. Diam.11.3cm, Height:5.7cm

111: A CHINESE YELLOW-GROUND BLUE AND WHITE INTERLOCK

USD 1,800 - 2,200

Of cylindrical form with a flared rim, the jardiniere is painted with interlock branches with a holder. Diam.10.1cm, Height:7.8cm

112: A CHINESE RED-LAZED PORCELAIN LOBED DISH MARK QIAN LONG

USD 1,300 - 1,800

The dish finely potted of shallow rounded form, rising gently from the short neatly cut footring to the lobed rim, the interior crisply
painted with Chinese characters. Diam.9.8cm, Height:2.1cm

113: A CHINESE BLUE AND WHITE LOED LOTUS DISH MARK WAN LI

USD 1,000 - 1,500

The dish finely potted of shallow rounded form, rising gently from the short neatly cut footring to the lobed rim,the pedals painted with
lotus, the center with fu meaning good fortune. Diam.18.6cm, Height:5.7cm
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114: A CHINESE FAMILLE ROSE PORCELAIN INTERLOCK BRANCHES

USD 2,000 - 2,500

The vase is potted with two pronounced bulbs, each decorated with dense meandering floral scrolls, divided by a waisted neck
encircled by a tied bow. Diam.21.5cm, Height:36.4cm

115: A CHINESE POCELIAN FLAMBE-GLAZED VASE MARKED QIAN LONG

USD 1,500 - 2,000

Of lobed form ,the vase has two scrolling handles on either side of the neck. A flared rim is above the globular body. Length:19.9cm,
Width:14.8cm, Height:37.2cm

116: A CHINESE POCELIAN YELLOW-GROUND BLUE AND WHITE

USD 2,000 - 2,500

The vase is superbly potted with a globular body rising to a cylindrical neck supported on a countersunk base, delicately painted in
cobalt of rich, sapphire blue tones with interlock branches. Diam.29.4cm, Height:40.7cm

117: A CHINESE GE-TYPE PORCELAIN VASE

USD 1,500 - 2,000

The vase is superbly potted with a globular body rising to a flared neck supported on a countersunk base. Length:16.4cm,
Width:11.8cm, Height:23.8cm

118: A CHINESE YAO-TYPE PORCELAIN WINE VESSEL, ZHI HU

USD 800 - 1,100

The tapering ovoid body raised on a low, straight foot rising to a ridge on the high shoulder, the thinly waisted neck with horizontal
grooves rising to the broadly flared mouth with upturned rim. Diam.16.1cm, Height:18.4cm

119: A CHINESE CELADON-GLAZED VASE MARKED QIAN LONG

USD 2,200 - 2,800

The vase is superbly potted with a globular body rising to a neck supported on a countersunk base, with a tied bow on the neck.
Diam.17.2cm, Height:18.8cm

120: A CHINESE BLUE AND WHITE PORCELIAN DRAGON VASE, MEI

USD 2,200 - 2,800

The well-potted, high-shouldered body fluidly painted with dragons amidst clouds and sea waves. Height:32.3cm, Diam.22.5cm

121: A CHINESE BLUE AND WHITE PORCELIAN INTERLOCK BRANCHES

USD 1,800 - 2,200

The vase is sturdily potted and decorated in cobalt blue of brilliant sapphire tones with two broad lotus scrolls on the neck and body,
with pedal lappets. Diam.20.1cm, Height:34cm
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121A: A PAIR OF BLUE AND WHITE 'FIGURAL' VASES

USD 3,500 - 4,500

A pair of blue and white 'figural' vases, each potted of an ovoid form, decorated on one side with ladies appreciate paintings all below
a key-fret brand. H30 x 17 cm

121B: A PAIR OF BLUE AND WHITE OVOID VASES, KANGXI PERIOD

USD 4,000 - 5,000

A pair of blue and white ovoid vases, each vase with parallel neck and vase, painted with a band of ruyi-head panels on the
mid-section, each panel enclosing flowers and leaf spring, all above a wave pattern on the bottom. H19.7 x 12.5 cm

122: A CHINESE COPPER-RED-GLAZED PORCELAIN INTERLOCK

USD 1,800 - 2,200

The tapering ovoid body raised on a low, straight foot rising to a ridge on the high shoulder, the thinly waisted neck with horizontal
grooves rising to the broadly flared mouth with upturned rim. Diam.18.8cm, Height:32.5cm

122A: A COPPER-RED 'LOTUS' DISH, WITH DAOGUANG MARK

USD 1,000 - 1,600

A copper-red 'lotus' dish, potted of a shallow rounded form, painted to the interior with five detached full-faced blooms of lotus and
borne on leafy sprays, with similar decoration on the exterior, with six-character 'Da Qing Dao Guang Nian Zhi' seal mark on the
base. H15 x 5 cm

123: A CHINESE FAMILLE ROSE PORCELAIN INTERLOCK BRANCHES

USD 2,000 - 2,500

With compressed body, painted with flowers in each square shape. The body and neck painted with interlock branches.
Diam.20.4cm, Height:45.4cm

124: A CHINESE FAMILLE ROSE PORCELAIN INTERLOCK BRANCHES

USD 1,800 - 2,200

With globular body, painted with flowers in each square shape. The body and neck painted with interlock branches. Two
dragon-shaped handles on either side. Diam.19.6cm, Height:37.5cm

125: A CHINESE YELLOW-GROUND BLUE AND WHITE INTERLOCK

USD 1,500 - 2,000

The jar is densely decorated with lotus flowers. The vase is superbly potted with rounded shoulders supporting a waisted neck and
tapering down to a broad base. Diam.15.8cm, Height:17.6cm

126: A CHINESE BLUE AND WHITE PORCELAIN INTERLOCK BRANCHES

USD 1,300 - 1,800

The vase is potted with two pronounced bulbs, each decorated with dense meandering floral scrolls, divided by a waisted neck
encircled by a band of classic scroll, the narrow mouth rim with a lappet band, and the foot with overlapping petals. Diam.26.3cm,
Height:45.2cm
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127: A CHINESE BLUE AND WHITE PORCELIAN MAGPIE VASE MARKED

USD 1,500 - 2,000

The arrow vase with tubular handles is with a lobed globular body and flared rim painted with magpies and plum blossoms.
Length:29.9cm, Width:25.1cm, Height:42.9cm

127A: A PAIR OF BLUE AND WHITE MALLET-SHAPED VASE

USD 500 - 800

Qianlong six-character seal mark. Height 6.5 Width 3.25.

128: A CHINESE FAMILLE ROSE PORCELAIN DRAGON VASE MARKED

USD 2,200 - 2,800

The body is of cylindrical style with a slight flared foot and a flared neck. The two handles are of dragon shaped in red glaze and
painted in five colors with interlock branches. The body is in high relief carved with four circles with dragons. Diam.22.4cm,
Height:41cm

129: A CHINESE BLUE AND WHITE PORCELIAN INTERLOCK BRANCHES

USD 2,500 - 3,000

The jar is densely decorated with lotus flowers. The vase is superbly potted with rounded shoulders supporting a waisted neck and
tapering down to a broad base. Diam.34.3cm, Height:29.9cm

130: A CHINESE WUCAI PORCELIAN STORY JAR

USD 1,500 - 2,000

The jar is densely decorated with eight motifs. The vase is superbly potted with rounded shoulders supporting a waisted neck and
tapering down to a broad base. Diam.25cm, Height:31.5cm

131: A CHINESE WHITE JADE MANTIS

USD 1,000 - 1,500

The insect with its head turned to one side standing amongst scattered leaves and chewing on a branch stem. Width:1.6cm,
Length:4.7cm, Height:1cm,

132: A CHINESE JADE EAGLE AND BEAR

USD 4,500 - 5,500

Eagle and bear in Chinese means heroes. The stone is carved and pierced in the form of an eagle with its head turned to one side
staring at the distance, its wing feathers finely detailed, standing atop a recumbent bear with its head turned up to gaze at the eagle.

133: A CHINESE WHITE JADE CENSER WITH RUSSET

USD 1,300 - 1,800

The censer of square shape with four animal head shaped legs. The handles of ruyi shape with two loose rings on it. With russet on
the handles. Length:5.5cm, Width:2.5cm, Height:7.8cm,
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134: A CHINESE JADE CRANE BOX AND COVER

USD 1,000 - 1,500

The box is of circular shape with carved cranes on the top and the body. The knob on the top is of cylindrical form. Length:6.3cm,
Width:7.3cm, Height:7.7 cm

135: A CHINESE WHITE JADE CHILD PENDANT

USD 2,200 - 2,800

Of rectangle shape, the pendant is carved with a child in the center. Around are auspicious motifs. Height:0.6cm, Length:5.2cm,
Width:3.2cm

136: A CHINESE WHITE JADE RAM PENDANT

USD 1,000 - 1,500

Of rectangle shape, the pendant is carved with a ram in the center with lingzhi around it. Width:4.6cm, Length:6.4cm, Height:0.7cm,

136A: A JADEITE CARVING OF BAMBOO FOREST

USD 1,800 - 2,200

L 16 x H 17.5 cm

137: A SET OF INKCAKES AND BOX

USD 1,000 - 1,500

The inkcakes are in the inkbox. The box is painted with identical dragons on either side chasing a fireball amidst auspicious clouds.
Length:8cm, Width:7cm, Height:1.2cm

137A: A BRONZE TRIPOD CENSER

USD 400 - 600

Height 2.75'' Diameter 5.75 ''

138: A PAIR OF GOLD AND SILVER INLAID STEEL BEASTS

USD 8,000 - 12,000

The pair of beasts with round eyes and curly hairs are in a recumbent shape, inlaid with gold and silver. Weight:131.9g Length:5cm,
Width:2.3cm, Height:2.9cm

139: A CHINESE BRONZE CANDLE HOLDER

USD 8,500 - 9,500

The candle holder is made with a circular dish with a pin in the middle for holding the candle, and a long handle for man to hold.
Weight:495g Length:38.2cm, Width:15.8cm, Height:10.9cm
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140: A CHINESE CLOISONNE ENAMEL RUYI SEPTURE MARKED QIAN

USD 3,000 - 4,000

The shaped terminals and central panel with pierced decoration, the larger panel with a large peony flowerhead, the lower with more
flower patterns, the body decorated with Shou charcters surrounded by a variety of scrolling flowering foliage. Length:41.6cm,
Width:10.4cm, Height:6.5cm, Weight:888g

141: A CHINESE SIVLER GILDING LOBED DISH

USD 3,000 - 4,000

Of lobed form ,the dish has six lotus shape petals. In the center decorated with a dragon. Weight:611.9g Length:24.8cm,
Width:15.2cm

142: A CHINESE SIVLER GILDING VASE AND COVER

USD 20,000 - 25,000

The vase has a compressed body with a three feet stand. The cover has three knobs carved in the shape of phoenix. Weight:808.7g
Diam.13cm, Height:20.7cm

143: A CHINESE GOLD BOX

USD 22,000 - 28,000

The box has five petals and made out of gold with turquoise and agate on. Weight:254.3g Length:10.3cm, Width:9.6cm,
Height:3.7cm

144: A CHINESE SIVLER GILDING BEAR

USD 2,500 - 3,000

The simply modeled bear hollow-cast fully in the round in a seated position, the head with sharply tapered muzzle and the rounded
ears pricked either side of a circular aperture in the top of the head, the gilding well preserved. Weight:505g Length:6.5cm,
Width:4.6cm, Height:4.9cm

145: A CHINESE GILT-BRONZE SAKYAMUNI STATUE

USD 4,500 - 5,500

Seated in dhyanasana on a double-tiered lotus pedestal, the hands held before the chest in dharmachakra mudra, dressed in long
flowing robes with delicately incised hems, the face with a gentle smile and downcast eyes, all framed by long pendulous ears.
Weight:11100g Length:26.8cm, Width:18.5cm, Height:38cm

146: A CHINESE GILT-BRONZE MANDALA

USD 30,000 - 35,000

Depicting the 22-armed Kalachakra at center embracing his consort Visvamata; surrounded by numerous deities within circular and
square concentric chambers and at the corners by three royal figures and a monk; inscribed on reverse, The empowerment of the
mentally visualized. Weight:23750g Height:59.2cm, Width:49.5cm
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147: A CHINESES ZITAN INCENSE STAND

USD 15,000 - 18,000

The square top with rounded edge above a thumb-grooved waist and shaped aprons raised on legs of square section joined by base
stretchers and terminating in hoof feet. Length:18.5cm, Width:18.5cm, Height:17.5cm

148: A CHINESE ZITAN DRAGON BOX AND COVER

USD 33,000 - 38,000

The box is of rectangle shape and carved with dragons amidst auspicious clouds with a lock in the center. Length:40.4cm,
Width:19.9cm, Height:16.3cm

149: A CHINESE RED WOOD CRANE BRUSH POT

USD 6,000 - 7,000

The cylindrical brush pot is carved in high relief with cranes standing for longevity. Diam.13.3cm, Height:17.3cm

150: A CHINESE ZITAN AND WHITE JADE STORY TABLE SCREEN

USD 15,000 - 18,000

The screen is deeply carved with a rocky path bordered by shrubs, a pine tree and a wutong tree leading to a bridge before a
pavilion nestling beneath a plantain tree in a mountaineous landscape setting with birds and animals, the stand is carved with a
scrolling foliate design. Height:56.7cm, Width:22.2cm, Length:57.5cm,

150A: AN INCISED ZITAN BRUSH POT

USD 300 - 500

The slightly waisted cylindrical is incised with Chinese calligraphy, with a hole on the base. H 15.5 x 13.5 cm

150B: A ZITAN BRUSH POT

USD 500 - 800

Of waisted form, revealing attractive natural golden flecks in the wood. H 11.5 x 11.5 cm

151: A CHINESE THANGKA OF SAKYAMUNI

USD 3,000 - 4,000

Seated in dhyanasana on a lotus base set in a bank of clouds, clad in heavy robes and flanked by lotus blossoms, the face with
serene expression and other Buddhas around him. Length:78cm, Width:55cm

152: A CHINESE THANGKA OF PADMAPANI

USD 4,000 - 5,000

Very finely painted seating holding a lotus stalk and with the right hand lowered in the gesture of compassion, wearing a long flowing
dhoti secured with a billowing sash, a beaded 'magic thread' and foliate tiara, the face slightly tilted in a benign expression.
Length:79cm, Width:54cm
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152A: CHEN QUAN (1682-1760), CHINESE PAINTING FLOWER & BIRD

USD 2,500 - 3,500

Ink and color on silk. Mounted and framed. H134 x W65 cm.

152B: PU RU (1896-1963), A CHINESE PAINTING OF LANDSCAPE

USD 1,800 - 2,200

Ink on paper. Mounted and framed. 32 x 62 cm.

153: A CHINESE SCROLL PAINTING BY ZHANG DA QIAN

USD 800 - 1,000

The painting depicts lotus in a pond by ZHANG DA QIAN. Length:134cm, Width:65cm

154: A CHINESE SCROLL PAINTING BY QI GONG

USD 1,000 - 1,500

The painting depicts bamboos and Chinese calligraphy by QI GONG. Length:34cm, Width:45cm

155: A CHINESE SCROLL PAINTING BY LI TANG XIN

USD 1,000 - 1,500

The painting depicts trees in a mountainous area by LI TANG XIN. Length:204cm, Width:33cm

155A: A CHINESE SCROLL PAINTING IN CONSIST OF THREE FIGURAL

USD 1,000 - 1,500

A Chinese scroll painting in consist of three figural motif painting. Length 43.5'' Width 15''

155B: HUANG JUNBI(1898-1991), LANDSCAPE

USD 2,200 - 2,800

Ink and color on paper, hanging scroll.Height 22 width 31.75

155C: PU RU(1896 - 1963_, LANDSCAPE
Ink and color on paper, hanging scroll.Height 11 width 8

USD 4,000 - 5,000
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155D: A CHINESE SCROLL PAINTING, AFTER LI XIONGCAI

USD 1,200 - 1,600

A Chinese painting depicting magnificant mountains, ink and color on paper, inscribed with seals, attributed to Li Xiongcai. Height
38.5" Width 19"

156: A PAIR OF CHINESE DOU CAI PORCELAIN FLOWER CUPS MARKED

USD 2,200 - 2,800

The cup has deep upright sides flaring slightly at the rim, and is raised on a tall foot. The exterior is painted in rich shades of flowers.
Diam.10.4cm, Height:5.9cm

157: A PAIR OF CHINESE RED-GLAZED PORCELAIN LOTUS BOWLS

USD 2,200 - 2,800

The bowl has deep upright sides flaring slightly at the rim, and is raised on a tall foot. The exterior is painted in rich shades of
flowers. Diam.12cm, Height:7.8cm

158: A CHINESE RED-GLAZED PORCELAIN WASHER MARKED KANG XI

USD 2,200 - 2,800

The compressed body covered on the exterior with a pale strawberry glaze ending at the mouth and foot rims, the interior white.
Diam.11.5cm, Height:3.7cm

159: A CHINESE BLUE AND WHITE PORCELAIN LOTUS DISH MARED

USD 2,200 - 2,800

The dish is of a shallow form, it is painted with lotus interlock branches. Diam.17.4cm, Height:4.1cm

160: A CHINESE YAOZHOU-TYPE PORCELAIN LOBED BOX AND COVER

USD 500 - 800

The box is finely potted of deep rounded form, rising gently from the short neatly cut footring to the lobed rim. Height:6.2cm,
Diam.12.7cm

161: A CHINESE YAOZHOU-TYPE PORCELAIN POENY VASE

USD 800 - 1,000

Of a round body, the vase has a sloping shoulder and painted with poenies. Diam.18.4cm, Height:18.7cm,

162: A CHINESE INK-GLAZED PORCELAIN INKCAKE AND STAND MARKED
The inkcake is carved with auspicious motifs on and with a stand. Length:14.8cm, Width:12.3cm, Height:2.6cm

USD 3,000 - 4,000
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163: A CHINESE DOUCAI PORCELAIN INTERLOCK BRANCHES VASE

USD 1,000 - 1,500

The elegantly potted vase of high-shouldered form with a single raised rib at the base of the slender, slightly waisted neck, the sides
decorated with interlock branches. Diam.7.5cm, Height:12.6cm

164: A CHINESE CELADON-GLAZED PORCELIAN HEXAGONAL VASE

USD 1,800 - 2,200

The vase is sturdily potted and decorated with flowers. The mouth is decorated with pendent blades below a keyfret band. The foot is
encircled with a lotus lappet band above a wave and keyfret border. Diam.24.5cm, Height:59.8cm,

165: A CHINESE BLUE AND WHITE PORCELAIN INTERLOCK BRANCHES

USD 1,300 - 1,800

The body of the vase is decorated with tall lotus stems emerging from a pond, framed by various borders, all below leafy floral
blooms to the neck. Height:21.5cm, Length:9.3cm, Width:4.6cm

166: A CHINESE BLUE AND WHITE PORCELAIN INTERLOCK BRANCHES

USD 1,200 - 1,600

The bowl has deep upright sides flaring slightly at the rim, and is raised on a tall foot. The exterior is painted in rich shades of
flowers. Diam.12cm, Height:7.8cm

166A: A BLUE AND WHITE GLOBULAR 'FIGURAL' VASE WITH BASE

USD 4,500 - 5,500

A blue and white globular vase, potted with a globular body surmounted by a tall cylindrical neck, with a wide foot, painted with
figures and landscape river views on the body, neck decorated with a bird standing on the bamboo. With a wooded base. H25 x 13
cm

166B: A BLUE AND WHITE 'FIGURAL' JAR AND COVER

USD 1,200 - 1,600

A blue and white 'figural' jar and cover, the jar of a ovoid body supported on a gently splayed foot, painted with a scene of scholars,
the cover is similarly painted. H21 x 10 cm

167: A SET OF CHINESE TANG TRI-COLOR GLAZED CERAMICS

USD 800 - 1,100

Include a brush rest, a stem bowl and a vase. 12.9cm, 15.8cm, 6.3cm, 13.7cm, 11.9cm, 6.7cm, x 6.1cm,

167A: LOT OF 2, SANCAI-GLAZED POTTERY FIGURES OF LADY AND

USD 800 - 1,000

Lot of 2, sancai-glazed pottery figures of lady and horse, horse is shown standing foursquare on a plinth with head turned slightly to
the right and mouth open; The lady shows a standing and dancing pose, with a wooden base. H23.5 x 26.5 cm; H25.5 x 19 cm
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168: A CHINESE CELADON-GLAZED PORCELAIN BRUSHPOT

USD 1,000 - 1,500

The vase is of elongated, tapering cylindrical form with a waisted neck and is in a celadon glaze. Height:8cm, Diam.7.3cm

169: A CHINESE YAOZHOU-TYPE PORCELAIN VASE.

USD 800 - 1,000

The vase is of elongated, tapering cylindrical form with a waisted neck and is painted with a child and flowers. Diam.11.2cm,
Height:31.3cm

170: A CHINESE BLACK-GLAZED LOTUS VASE, MEIPING

USD 800 - 1,100

The vase is carved with a broad band of leafy peony scroll bearing prominent blossoms between bands of overlapping diagonal
petals on the shoulder and around the foot. Diam.13.5cm, Height:29.1cm

171: A SET OF CHINESE DING-TYPE PORCELAIN BOWL AND DISH

USD 800 - 1,100

The bowl has deep upright sides flaring slightly at the rim,and the dish has a shallow side. 1.Diam.9.4cm, Height:4.1cm,
2.Diam.20.2cm, Height:2.5cm

172: A CHINESE WUCAI PORCELAIN STORY VASE MARKED QIAN LONG

USD 2,200 - 2,800

The vase is superbly potted with a globular body rising to a neck supported on a countersunk base, delicately painted with a story.
Height:17.7cm, Diam.8.9cm

173: A CHINESE YELLOW-GROUND PORCELIAN INTERLOCK BRANCHES

USD 2,200 - 2,800

The jar is densely decorated with lotus flowers. The vase is superbly potted with rounded shoulders supporting a waisted neck and
tapering down to a broad base. Height:8.5cm, Diam.11.4cm

174: A CHINESE IRON-RED-GLAZED PORCELAIN DRAGON JAR MARKED

USD 2,200 - 2,800

The jar is densely decorated with dragons amidst lotus flowers. The vase is superbly potted with rounded shoulders supporting a
waisted neck and tapering down to a broad base. Diam.9.6cm, Height:10cm,

175: A CHINESE DOUCAI PORCELAIN HEXAGONAL BRUSH POT MARKED
The brush bot is of hexagonal shape and is painted with flowers. Height:21.5cm, Length:18.4cm

USD 2,200 - 2,800
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176: A CHINESE CELADON-GLAZED PORCELAIN DOUBLE-GOURD VASE

USD 2,200 - 2,800

The vase is potted with two pronounced bulbs, in a celadon glaze. Diam.19.7cm, Height:30.9cm

177: A CHINESE LUJUN-TYPE PORCELAIN GILDING VASE MARKED QIAN

USD 2,200 - 2,800

The vase has a compressed body with a neck and is in a gilding style. Diam.12.1cm, Height:17.8cm

178: A CHINESE YELLOW-GROUND PORCELIAN DRAGON MOONFLASK

USD 1,800 - 2,200

The two sides are decorated with a central stylised flowerhead with radiating stylised branches supporting ruyi heads. The bulbous
metal-mounted neck is decorated with drgons. Length:26.8cm, Width:14.2cm, Height:35cm

179: A CHINESE DOUCAI PORCELAIN INTERLOCK BRANCHES VASE

USD 2,200 - 2,800

The vase has a globular body with a flared bottom. The neck is cylindrical and painted with interlock branches. Diam.11.4cm,
Height:22.7cm,

180: A CHINESE BLUE AND WHITE PORCELIAN DRAGON MOONFLASK

USD 2,200 - 2,800

The two sides are decorated with a central stylised flowerhead with radiating stylised branches supporting ruyi heads. The bulbous
metal-mounted neck is decorated with drgons. Length:25.2cm, Width:15.8cm, Height:35cm

181: A CHINESE DOUCAI PORCELAIN INTERLOCK BRANCHES VASE

USD 2,200 - 2,800

With compressed body, painted with a dragon and a phoenix, slender neck painted with interlock branches. Diam.12.8cm,
Height:26.7cm

182: A CHINESE CELADON-GLAZED PORCELAIN LOBED VASE MARKED

USD 2,200 - 2,800

The vase is superbly potted with a globular body rising to a falred neck supported on a countersunk base. Length:15.3cm,
Width:13cm, Height:24cm

183: A CHINESE BLUE AND WHITE PORCELAIN DRAGON BOWL

USD 2,200 - 2,800

The bowl has deep upright sides flaring slightly at the rim, and is raised on a tall foot. The exterior is painted in rich shades of
dragons. Diam.20.9cm, Height:8.8cm,
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184: A CHINESE WUCAI PORCELAIN FISH JAR AND COVER MARKED JIA

USD 2,200 - 2,800

The jar is densely decorated with fish in water. The vase is superbly potted with rounded shoulders supporting a waisted neck and
tapering down to a broad base. Diam.12.7cm, Height:15.1cm

185: A CHINESE YELLOW-GROUND PORCELAIN BEASTS JAR MARKED JIA

USD 2,200 - 2,800

The jar is densely decorated with auspicious beasts. The vase is superbly potted with rounded shoulders supporting a waisted neck
and tapering down to a broad base. Diam.13.7cm, Height:10cm

186: AN ARCHIASTIC CHINESE JADE BELL

USD 1,000 - 1,500

It is carved in high relief with bands of keyfret scroll and geometric designs interrupted by two vertical panels enclosing stylised
zoomorphic creatures. The handle is cylindrical. Length:6.2cm, Width:1.9cm, Height:8.2cm

187: A CHINESE WHITE JADE RECUMBENT ANIMAL

USD 800 - 1,000

The beast is in a recumbent style with feet under the rounded body. Length:5.4cm, Width:3.1cm, Height:1.9cm

188: A CHINESE JADE RAM

USD 1,000 - 1,500

The ram is of recumbent form with four legs under the round carved body. The horms curved to the ground and the is vividly shown.
Length:6.6cm, Width:3.9cm, Height:2.5cm

189: A CHINESE WHITE JADE CATTLE HEAD WINE VESSEL

USD 2,000 - 2,500

The vessel is carved in the shape of a cattle's head, with its horns as the handles. The top is a hollow circle to pour wine. The end of
the cattle is for drinking wine. Length:14.3cm, Width:5.4cm, Height:6.8cm

190: A CHINESE JADE WASHER

USD 1,300 - 1,800

The washer is of a shallow form in a lobed style. It has three short feet.Length:18cm, Width:12.7cm, Height:3.9cm

191: AN ARCHIASTIC CHINESE YELLOW JADE VASE AND COVER

USD 15,000 - 20,000

The vase of rectangular-section with wide shoulders tapering down towards a narrow waisted foot, carved in shallow relief around
the body with a wide band of archaistic motifs around the waisted neck and above the foot, flanked by two dragon handles, the cover
with a further band of archaistic scroll below the tiered finial, the edges of the rim, cover and foot encircled by keyfret borders.
Height:34cm, Width:16cm
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191A: NATURAL GREEN JADEITE JADE STUDS, GIA CERTIFICATE

USD 1,000 - 1,500

Green Jadeite Jade studs, in white gold setting, with numerous near colorless round brilliant diamonds. Translucent Pieced Disc.
Natural Color. No indications of impregnation. Diameter 8.86-8.91 mm. GIA Certificate No. 2151849214.

192: A CHINESE PORCELIAN BATS WASHER MARKED QIAN LONG

USD 1,000 - 1,500

The washer is of a shallow form with red-glazed bats on side of the rim. Length:15.4cm, Width:11.3cm, Height:2.6cm

193: A CHINESE BLUE AND WHITE PORCELIAN INTERLOCK BRANCH

USD 800 - 1,100

The bowl has deep upright sides flaring slightly at the rim, and is raised on a tall foot. The interior is painted in rich shades of
interlock branches. Diam.19.8cm, Height:10.8cm

194: A CHINESE YELLOW-GROUND PORCELIAN INTERLOCK BRANCHES

USD 1,000 - 1,500

The dish finely potted of shallow rounded form, rising gently from the short neatly cut footring to the rim, the interior painted with
flowers and interior with sea waves and interlock branches. Diam.28.3cm, Height:5.5cm,

195: A CHINESE BLUE AND WHITE PORCELIAN DRAGON LOBED DISH

USD 1,200 - 1,600

The dish finely potted of shallow rounded form, rising gently from the short neatly cut footring to the lobed rim,painted with dragons.
Diam.18.4cm, Height:3.4cm

196: A CHINESE BLUE AND WHITE PORCELIAN INTERLOCK BRANCHES

USD 1,200 - 1,600

The slender oviform body is painted with interlock branches on the body and petal lappets on the shoulder and foot. Diam.19.1cm,
Height:30.7cm,

197: A CHINESE CELADON-GLAZED PORCELAIN JAR

USD 1,300 - 1,800

The jar is in celadon glaze. The vase is superbly potted with rounded shoulders supporting a waisted neck and tapering down to a
broad base. Diam.21.1cm, Height:21.8cm,

198: A CHINESE FAMILLE ROSE PORCELAIN FLOWER VASE, MEIPING

USD 1,300 - 1,800

The slender oviform body is painted with plum blossoms with round shoulder and short neck. Diam.21.1cm, Height:21.8cm
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199: A CHINESE COPPER-RED-GLAZED PORCELAIN INTERLOCK

USD 1,500 - 2,000

The two sides are decorated with a central stylised flowerhead with radiating stylised branches supporting ruyi heads. The bulbous
metal-mounted neck is decorated with a band of flowersprays. Length:9.4cm, Width:16.4cm, Height:23.8cm

200: A CHINESE BLUE AND WHITE PORCELAIN POENIX VASE, MEIPING

USD 2,000 - 2,500

The vase is superbly potted with a globular body rising to a neck supported on a countersunk base, delicately painted in cobalt of
rich, sapphire blue tones with an elaborate meandering sea waves and phoenix. Diam.24.5cm, Height:37.1cm

200A: A PAIR OF BLUE AND WHITE PORCELAIN HARDWOOD STOOLS

USD 3,500 - 4,500

Each has an inclusions of a blue and white porcelain roundel top set in a circular frame above ruyi-shaped aprons and four
inward-curved legs framing conjoined scrollwork. H52 x W36 cm.

202A: A SILVER-INLAID JADEITE PLATE WITH WOOD BOX

USD 3,500 - 4,500

The shallow jadeite plate inlaid with silver, split into eight pieces surrounding with a octagonal piece. With a rosewood box. H8x43cm

202B: A SET OF FOUR CHINESE CLASSICAL HONGMU ARMCHAIRS, QING

USD 5,000 - 6,000

Each chair is carved with in high relief depicting a pair of birds overlooking each other perched in a blossoming plum tree, the
headrest and the openwork spandrels on the back and under the S-shaped armrests, all carved with scroll pattern works, the legs
further secured by rounded foot-stretchers. (Y) Note: This lot is subject to CITES regulations when exporting items outside of US,
see clause 13. H 102 x 62 x 48 cm

202C: FOUR BAMBOO HORSESHOEBACK ARMCHAIRS

USD 1,000 - 1,500

Each is constructed with a U-shaped bamboo crest rail continuing to form the arms and the front posts, supported by four slender
bamboo side posts. The stylized bamboo wood seat above an apron of four bamboo leg-encircling stretchers, supported on legs
joined at the base with two leg-encircling stretchers with a softwood footrest. 88 x 52 x 52 cm.

203: A CHINESE ARCHIASTIC BRONZE TAOTIE MASK WINE VESSEL,

USD 4,500 - 5,500

The bulging pear-shaped body cast with a broad band of taotie mask on the spreading foot and shoulder, all reserved on a leiwen
ground and divided by flanges, the cover decorated en suite below a finial, the swing handle cast with diaper pattern terminating at
either end in a horned mask, with olive-brown patina. Weight:6.65Kg Length:25.4cm, Width:24.3cm, Height:38.9cm
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204: A CHINESE ARCHIASTIC BRONZE TAOTIE MASK WINE VESSEL,

USD 4,500 - 5,500

The bulging pear-shaped body cast with a broad band of taotie mask on the spreading foot and shoulder, all reserved on a leiwen
ground and divided by flanges, the cover decorated en suite below a finial, the swing handle cast with diaper pattern terminating at
either end in a horned mask, with olive-brown patina. Weight:7.95kg Length:27.7cm, Width:25.5cm, Height:35.4cm

205: A CHINESE ARCHIASTIC BRONZE TAOTIE MASK WINE VESSEL,

USD 4,500 - 5,500

The bulging pear-shaped body cast with a broad band of taotie mask on the spreading foot and shoulder, all reserved on a leiwen
ground and divided by flanges, the cover decorated en suite below a finial, the swing handle cast with diaper pattern terminating at
either end in a horned mask, with olive-brown patina. Weight:5Kg Length:22.6cm, Width:21.2cm, Height:34.3cm

206: A CHINESE GILING SILVER SEVEN-HEAD DEER

USD 4,500 - 5,500

The deer has seven head in gilding style, the body is carved with auspicious motifs. Weight:1010.4g Length:12.3cm, Width:8.1cm,
Height:17cm

207: A PAIR OF CHINESE SILVER FAIRIES STATUE

USD 3,000 - 4,000

The faries have wings like the phoenix and standing on clouds. 1.Length:24.6cm, Width:19.8cm, 2.Length:25.1cm, Width:20.1cm

208: A CHINESE SILVER AVALOKITESHVARA STATUE

USD 15,000 - 18,000

Very finely cast standing in tribhanga holding a lotus stalk and with the right hand lowered in the gesture of compassion, wearing a
long flowing dhoti secured with a billowing sash, a beaded 'magic thread' and foliate tiara, the face slightly tilted in a benign
expression. Length:30.7cm, Width:28.7cm, Height:87cm,

209: A SUI DYNASRY CHINESE STONE AVALOKITESHVARA STATUE

USD 2,000 - 2,500

The body of the AVALOKITESHVARA is in standing form on a double-lotus,wearing a robe. Height:30cm, Width:18cm, Length:12cm,

210: A CHINESE STONE LION AND STAND

USD 2,200 - 2,800

The lion has four feet touching the ground, with his rounded eyes looking forward. Length:6.3cm, Width:6cm, Height:10cm
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211: A CHINESE STONE DOUBLE-LOTUS STAND

USD 3,000 - 4,000

The stand is a double-lotus and situated on a square stand. Length:19.1cm, Width:18.6cm, Height:13.7cm

212: A CHINESE BRONZE MANDKESVARA STATUE

USD 33,000 - 38,000

Seated in yabyum with his consort over a double-lotus base, holding two kalasha in his crossed arms embracing his consort, wearing
doti and a scarf swirling across his shoulders and billowing down the side. Weight:83.55kg Length:81cm, Width:41cm, Height:93.8cm

212A: A BRONZE FIGURE OF BUDDHA, QING DYNASTY

USD 2,500 - 3,500

A bronze figure of Buddha. H 8.5 x 10 cm

213: A CHINESE THANGKA OF SITAJAMBHALA

USD 20,000 - 25,000

Seated on an ornately incised cushion, his right hand held in vitarkamudra and his left holding a mongoose, dressed in a billowing
dhoti and adorned with beaded jewelry, the bearded face with wide eyes and bushy brows surmounted with a foliate tiara and
backed by a streaming ribbon .Width:95cm, Length:140cm

213A: A FRAMED FLOWER AND BIRD EMBROIDERY

USD 800 - 1,000

Chinese embroidery decorated with an autumn scene of chrysanthemum and a pair of blue ribbon birds perched on branch. Height
51 cm Width 35 cm

214: A CHINESE EMBROIDERED DRAGON ROBE

USD 4,000 - 5,000

It is decorated with dragons chasing the flaming pearl amongst scattered auspicious objects, all on a trellis ground above dragons in
lishui waves. Length:186cm, Width:133cm,

214A: A CHINESE PINK EMBROIDERED DRAGON ROBE, 19TH CENTURY

USD 4,500 - 5,500

Fine and rare embroidery in satin stitch and dense couched pink threads with nine writhing five-clawed dragons amidst auspicious
emblems and clusters of vaporous clouds, all above the crushing waves and Lishui stripe at the hem, all picked out in shade of
silver, with a latescence border at the collar and cuffs, Qing period. 135 x 213 cm
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214B: AN EMBROIDERED RECTANGULAR 'DRAGON' PANEL, 19TH CENTURY

USD 1,800 - 2,200

The panel embroidered with dragons, ruyi-shaped clouds and crashing waves on a blue background. H58.5x312.5cm

215: A PAIR OF CHINESE PAINTINGS

USD 1,300 - 1,800

The painting show man and woman's secret lives. Length:43.8cm, Width:37.7cm, Height:1.7cm,

216: A CHINESE SROLL PAINTING BY QI BAI SHI

USD 1,000 - 1,500

The painting depicts peaches by QI BAI SHI. Width:34cm, Length:136.2cm

217: A CHINESE SROLL PAINTING BY HUANG ZHOU

USD 1,000 - 1,500

The painting depicts a dancing lady by HUANG ZHOU. Length:96cm, Width:50cm

218: A CHINESE SROLL PAINTING BY GUO XI

USD 800 - 1,000

The painting depicts mountains and rivers by GUO XI. Length:100cm, Width:46cm

219: A CHINESE SROLL PAINTING BY FEI DAN XU

USD 600 - 800

The painting depicts a man and his cocubine in the yard by FEI DAN XU. Length:96cm, Width:40cm

220: A CHINESE SROLL PAINTING BY ZHANG DA QIAN
The painting depicts two ladies by ZHANG DA QIAN, Length:91cm, Width:55cm

USD 800 - 1,100

